Cassiobury Infant & Nursery School
Home Learning Grid – Spring Term 1 Year 2
Weekly homework:
 Spellings: Practice 5 spellings from the ‘Common Exception Words’ grid per week. These will be tested at the end of the term.
 Maths: Weekly maths homework linked to our maths learning in school.
 Daily reading

We can’t wait to see your home-learning; please share photos or comments on Twitter using:
#CassInfHomeLearning and @CassInfFox, @CassInfBadger or @CassInfHeron

Discovery
(History,
Geography,
RE, PSHE)

History LO: To learn about significant
historical places and democracy
Task:
Using a safe search engine, research the Houses
of Parliament. Where is it? What is it for? Why
is it important?

History LO: To learn about significant
individuals in History
Task:
Using a safe search engine, research the Royal
Family. What are the names of the members of
the Royal Family? Where do they live? Record
at least three facts that you find out.

STEM
(Science,
Design
Technology,
Computing)

Computing LO: To use technology
purposefully
Task:
Using a safe search engine, find out more
information about a human feature of London.
Using your facts, create a PowerPoint or
Googledoc to share what you have learnt.

Geography LO: To use maps and atlases to
plan a route
Task:
Look at a map of London, this could be on
google or in an atlas. Plan a route from the
Shard to Buckingham Palace. What are the
names of the streets you would walk down?
Which human features would you pass? Which
physical features would you pass?
Design Technology LO: To design and
Science LO: To describe how animals are
create a product using a range of materials and suited to their habitat
components.
Task:
Consider London as a habitat. Think about the
Task:
Using junk modelling materials, design and
animals that live in the urban habitat. Draw a
make a 3D model of a London landmark. What picture of an animal that couldn’t live in
equipment will you need to be successful?
London and explain why.

Creative
(Art, Music,
PE and
English)

Art LO: To use a range of materials to
produce a collage
Task:
Using different materials, create a collage of
the London Skyline. How many human features
will you include?

Music LO: To listen with concentration and
understanding to a range of music
Task:
Find a piece of music created by a London
artist. How does it make you feel? What do
you like about it?

PE LO: To explore abroad range of physical
activities
Task:
In 2012, the Olympics took place in London.
Research an Olympic sport and have a go at
trying it yourself!

